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SALT GROUP SAFESIGN LICENSING ANNOUNCEMENT
Many of our customers have enjoyed the superb reliability and performance of the Thales
SafeSign product over the years and have benefited also from the integration of SafeSign with
Salt’s own Echidna Authentication Platform and mSign mobile token.
Today, we are thrilled to announce that Salt Group has reached an agreement with Thales
which provides Salt with a worldwide, exclusive and perpetual licence to sell and support
SafeSign and to further develop the product to accommodate contemporary and advanced
authentication models.
As part of this licensing arrangement, Thales will cease direct sales and support of SafeSign
globally, as disclosed in their announcement of 31 October 2018 (click here to view the
attachment). Existing customers will of course be able to avail of Thales services during the
transition period or alternatively transition to Salt support at an earlier time in order to
exploit the new range of functionality and platform support to be available in upcoming
releases.
Existing and new SafeSign customers can be assured of Salt’s ongoing commitment to the
SafeSign product line, which will continue under new branding to set the performance
benchmark for high assurance enterprise grade authentication technology in the banking and
government sectors.
This is an exciting time for us at Salt as we merge the capabilities of our own product line with
SafeSign to provide greater flexibility, improved functionality and contemporary and innovative
ways to meet our customers’ authentication needs, all within a single product offer.

We will keep you posted through our website and twitter feed @saltgroup on these plans for
SafeSign as they are developed.
In the meantime, if you have any questions please call or email our CTO Pedram Ghovonlou
on +61 3 9614 4416 or pedram@saltgroup.com.au

About SALT
SALT is an Australian IT cybersecurity company that is changing the way organisations think
of authentication across mobile and embedded devices, users, and transactions by enabling
authentication of any content from any channel, anytime, anywhere.
Salt Group provides a robust security infrastructure to support the authentication of mobile
and embedded devices, users, and transactions.
Salt Group enables businesses to take advantage of emergent technologies to continually
improve the customer experience and to dynamically align the authentication approach with
the risks associated with the customer interaction.
For more information please visit www.saltgroup.com.au
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